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In fact, industry sources say digital purchases could reach 25 

percent for new cars, and go as high as 50 percent for used.1 In 

response, dealers are ramping up digital retailing efforts for fear of 

being left behind.

Our survey uncovered that dealers are looking to make changes 

to improve digital retailing and close the gap from online to offline. 

Find out what they are.

How are dealers facing digital retailing challenges? What 
changes do they plan to make to engage customers both 
online and offline?  MAX Digital took the initiative to find out.

MAX Digital, in conjunction with Erickson Research, surveyed 

automotive dealers across the United States in order to:

1. Explore the state of digital retailing efforts

Understand what, if any, changes to the sales

process are being considered

2.

Measure the level of profitability for dealerships3.

What’s ahead:

Big changes and opportunities

ONLINE CAR SALES
CONTINUE TO GROW

OVERVIEW
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METHODOLOGY
DEALERSHIP TYPE 

RESPONDENT JOB TITLES

GENDER

U.S. dealers surveyed

Online survey, 
November 2019
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General Manager

Average Units Sold Per Month

Salesperson
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Dealers in our survey expect online sales to more than double by 2025, 

from 15 percent today to 34 percent by 2025. As a result, dealers are 

focusing on their digital retailing strategy and creating an omnichannel 

experience that engages consumers, online and offline. Delivery of 

vehicles outside of the dealership may have a range of digital retailing 

touchpoints. 

DEALERS PREDICT DIGITAL TO DOUBLE

ONLINE TO IN-STORE, NOT PERFECT
Creating an omnichannel experience is essential, given that today’s 

customers typically switch four times between online and offline 

channels and want to move seamlessly among them.2 In our survey, 

76 percent of dealers reported having a process for transitioning online 

customers to in-store. However, only half of those considered these 

processes very successful and assigned blame to the sales process. In 

fact, 90 percent said their sales process needs to change to be more 

seamless with their digital retailing strategy. 

of dealers think changes 
are needed in their sales 
process to work seamlessly 
with digital retailing.

DEALERS EXPECT ONLINE CAR 
SALES TO DOUBLE BY 2025

We deliver a vehicle outside 

the dealership 2-3 times 

a month. Our lender 

agreements dictate that all 

paperwork is done on the 

property. Then we deliver 

the car at someone’s home. 

Marty stapleton

“
GENERAL MANAGER
JAGUAR LAND ROVER CARY, NC

90%
% of Sales Delivered Outside Dealership

TODAY 2025 2030

15%
34%

47%
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PRO TIP
5 Best Practices: Digital retailing in your store

Provide a brand promise: Be committed to doing 

business a special way, such as total transparency 

or a low- no-haggle policy. 

Offer a unique path to purchase: Add a fast lane 

for customers who’ve started the process online. 

Use your BDC staff to set up a streamlined process. 

Think Walmart Pickup lane.  

Create a dedicated team and leader: Success of 

any new process relies on team commitment. Any 

deviation, heading back to traditional ways of selling, 

will diminish credibility.

Crawl, walk, run: Change can’t happen overnight. 

Develop a plan and rollout the new process in 

phases, over time. 

Build a process that works for you: Keep it simple, 

make adjustments as needed and stay committed.  

In our survey, dealers weighed in on how much they 

think each area contributes to total digital retail 

success. Dealers recognize that half their success is 

driven by in-store experience.

IN DEALERSHIP TRANSACTIONS  
STILL A PRIORITY

WHAT MATTERS MOST IN 
DIGITAL RETAILING

According to our survey, 85 percent of transactions 

are still happening inside the physical dealership. 

As such, dealers must not lose sight of their 

direct contact points and the importance of 

creating an excellent experience for customers 

through their BDC agents and sales staff. Dealers 

must arm their teams with tools and support, so 

they’re just as knowledgeable as customers who 

typically spend an average of 14 hours online 

researching before walking through the door.3  

31 23

2521

% %

%
%

Promotion
and marketing Sales proccess

for vehicles 
selected online

Transition from 
online to in-storeOnline tools and

experience

In-store:Online:

maxdigital.com
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The majority of respondents said digital 

merchandising must be accurate. However, dealers 

reported that 21 percent of their vehicle listings 

have errors. They also believe 38 percent of vehicles 

overall, have mistakes. In addition, the listing 

process is time consuming. Respondents said it 

takes an average of an hour and 15 minutes to set 

up a vehicle for digital retailing. And 29 percent 

said they spent more than two hours per vehicle.  

DIGITAL MERCHANDISING 
ERRORS AND INEFFICIENCY

CUSTOMERS KNOW 
WHAT THEY WANT

Accurate digital merchandising
is important, but 1 in 5 vehicles 
have errors.

3 in 5 buyers have selected a 
vehicle before walking in the door.

Dealers believe 38 percent 
of vehicles in the broader 
market overall, have mistakes.

Dealers spend an average of 1 hour 
and 15 minutes to list a vehicle.

According to our survey, 3 in 5 buyers have 

selected a vehicle before walking in the door. It’s not 

surprising when 92 percent of car buyers research 

online before they buy.4 These customers have high 

expectations. They’ve done their homework and 

expect your staff to be just as knowledgeable. 

1 3

38

5 5IN IN

%
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According to our survey, two-thirds of salespeople are only somewhat 

or not knowledgeable about off-brand cars. Salespeople are often 

well-trained on general sales tactics and on the value and reputation 

of the dealership, but if they don’t know about the individual vehicles, 

it can diminish customers’ trust and confidence. This is especially true 

when the percentage of consumers who have a high level of trust for 

salespeople is only 9 percent.5

2/3 of salespeople are only somewhat or not 
knowledgeable about off-brand cars.

SALESPEOPLE DON’T KNOW OFF-BRAND

TURNOVER LINKED TO TRAINING
In our survey, inadequate training was found to be the top reason 

for turnover, especially for millennial respondents (under age 35). 

Unfortunately, sales staff turnover has been a chronic issue for dealers. 

In 2018, turnover rates among dealership salespeople were as high as 

80%.6 That means that if you have 20 salespeople on staff, you can 

expect to lose 16 of them this year.

It’s critical to give the sales 

and BDC teams access to be 

more knowledge about the 

vehicle than the customer. 

We want our people adding 

value with all the product 

details and information, as 

well as making it easy for the 

customer to fully experience 

the difference those details 

make for themselves with the 

test-drive.

When salespeople and your BDC agents have the right technology and 

support, great things happen. They become instant experts on every 

car. They can confidently speak to the quality and value. They’re able 

to build trust and confidence with customers. In the end, when team 

members are more successful, they’re more likely to stay in their jobs.

PRO TIP
Tools can build confidence and reduce turnover

Executive GM
Coggin Chevrolet at the Avenues, FL

John Hipp

“
2/3

maxdigital.com
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Less than five percent of dealers said trade-ins are a top profit source, 

a decline from 15 percent in our 2019 survey. Fewer than 2 in 5 dealers 

said they are under allowing on the trade-in, although the under-

allowance amount has increased to $850 from $363 in 2019. The back- 

and front-end are still seen as the main areas of profit focus. That 

means dealers are overlooking the potential to earn much more on the 

trade-in.   

Today’s buyers want more transparency. A great place to start is the 

trade-in process. Have the customer evaluate the car. Take a test 

drive together. Use technology to show them the market value. When 

customers are involved in the appraisal, they’ll see the logic in how you 

arrive at a fair price. 

DEALERS LEAVE MONEY ON THE TABLE DURING TRADE-IN

MAKING TRADE-INS COLLABORATIVE

PRO TIP
Trade-in transparency for a better experience

Trade-ins don’t have to be a point of friction, from easy onsite tools to 

in-store collaboration, letting your customer have a fully transparent view 

builds trust, improves experience and drives stronger business results.  

In our study, dealers weighed in on where 
their dealership typically makes its profit.

Trade-in 
under allowance

The involvement of the 

customer in the appraisal 

has translated into a five

percent higher closing rate.

Used Car Manager 
Vancouver Toyota, WA

Lee Porter

“

Back-end profit
54 %

Front-end Gross Profit
41%

maxdigital.com
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ACQUIRING PROFITS AT ACQUISITION

DEALERS EXPECT SALES PROCESS CHANGE

MORE TECH FOR MILLENNIALS

DEALER CHANGE TREND

We asked dealers where they could increase 

profitability. The majority, 62 percent, cited 

vehicle acquisition. Dealers who focus on trade-

ins over auction will likely see better results. 

That’s because at an auction, you’re competing 

against other bidders which drives up the price. 

In our survey, 60 percent of respondents expect 

a change in their sales process – a big jump from 

2019, up 15 percent. Top two types of change 

dealers anticipate are a more consultative sales 

process and new technology. Salespeople who 

embrace a consultative approach will appeal to 

today’s consumers who are more knowledgeable 

and expect a one-on-one dialogue. 

Incorporating more technology in the sales process 

was a popular answer for millennial respondents 

(under 35) at 51 percent, compared to only 32 

percent of Gen X and Boomers. Millennials were 

also twice as likely to say a low- or no-haggle 

pricing strategy would increase profitability, 40 

percent compared to 19 percent. These generational 

distinctions are important as millennials are now 

both the largest car-buying group and also the 

largest portion of the dealership workforce.

51% of millennial respondents said 
adding technology in the sales process 
would increase profits.

62% of dealers said their dealership 
could make more money at acquisition. 

Will dealers actually change? Time will tell. 

While 45 percent of respondents said they 

would change their sales process in 2019, only 

15 percent did. Many dealers know a change is 

needed, but they might not know where to start.

60 %45 %

2019: 2020:

Expected sales process changes jump: 

51%

62%
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CONCLUSION

GET ON THE SAME PAGE:

1. 3.
TEST DRIVE THE FUTURE:

Dealers in our survey predict online sales to more than double by 2025. 

Many are feverishly working to boost their digital capabilities. While it’s 

refreshing to see dealers embracing digital retailing, the fact remains 

that most sales are happening at the physical dealership today. During 

this time of change, dealers should continue their digital ramp-up with a 

focus on operationalizing digital processes in their BDC and showrooms 

where they can have immediate impact today. Our study revealed key 

opportunities for dealers, right in their own stores.

A whopping 90 percent of dealers 

said the sales process needs to 

change to be more seamless with 

their digital retailing strategy. 

Whether customers have started 

their engagement online or not, 

once they’ve made contact 

with your dealership, it’s time 

to shine. Your BDC teams and 

salespeople must have the 

training, support and technology 

to meet customers wherever they 

are in the buying process. When 

your team and customers are on 

the same page from the start, 

the process is more efficient, the 

experience is positive, and sales 

are more likely to close.

2.
RETHINK TRADE-INS:

Surprisingly, less than 5 percent 

of dealers see trade-ins as a 

top profit source. Dealers can 

capture more profits during the 

trade-in by making the appraisal 

process more transparent 

and collaborative — which is 

exactly what customers want. 

In addition, trade-ins, over 

auctions, are a more profitable  

way to build inventory. 

We all know digital is coming. 

Identify the structural, 

organizational and technology-

based hurdles your dealership 

has adapting to the future. What 

can you test today? Maybe 

pricing structure is a hurdle, can 

you institute no-haggle pricing? 

If you are going to need to create 

a BDC, can you designate an 

employee or two who has a 

BDC-like job to start working the 

kinks out? Can your technology 

support the depth of information 

needed for your online customers 

coming in-store today? If not, 

identify options that can. Don’t 

wait to understand the changes. 

Begin building the future of your 

business today.

maxdigital.com
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MAX Digital creates experiences that drive success. Guided by a deep 

understanding of the car buyer and the opportunities in the retail 

environment, MAX delivers people-friendly digital retail solutions that 

work. With unmatched vehicle merchandising data, advanced analytics 

and extensive consumer testing, MAX helps dealerships thrive by 

exceeding the rising expectations of today’s car shoppers. For more 

information visit maxdigital.com.
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